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HSI Course Project Details 
January 3-13, 2022 

 

Projects 
 

Projects Advisors/Referents 
All projects Guy Andre Boy (g.boy@estia.fr) 

1. INNOMED: general practitioner’s innovative 
tools 

Stéphane Valès (vales@ingenuity.io)   
Jean-Benoit Pecastaing (dr.jbpecastaing@gmail.com)  

2. Virtual and Remote Air Traffic Control Centers Alexandre Disdier (alexandre.disdier@csgroup.eu)  
Thomas Brethomé (thomas.brethome@csgroup.eu) 

3. Refocusing « complex » civil nuclear power on 
people 

Bertrand Lantes (bertrand.lantes@wanadoo.fr)   
Ludovic Loine (ludovic.loine@gmail.com)  

4. Commercial IVA Suit  Ondrej Doule (doule@spaceinnovations.net) 
Dimitri Masson (d.masson@estia.fr) 

5. Deployable Land Shelter  Ondrej Doule (doule@spaceinnovations.net) 
Dimitri Masson (d.masson@estia.fr) 

6. Deployable Land Shelter  Ondrej Doule (doule@spaceinnovations.net) 
Dimitri Masson (d.masson@estia.fr) 

7. Deployable Land Shelter  Ondrej Doule (doule@spaceinnovations.net) 
Dimitri Masson (d.masson@estia.fr) 

8. Innovative techniques for fault/turbulence-
tolerant visual presentation of information 

Philippe Palanque (palanque@irit.fr)  
Dimitri Masson (d.masson@estia.fr)  

Expectations 
 
Students are expected to provide a full literature review (both scientific and technological), an 
appropriate problem statement of the project and requirements that have been assigned to. 
Depending on the complexity of the project, they should provide a first mock-up of the system to be 
designed (a PowerPoint slide presentation). Every day (3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 & 13 January) a small work-in-
progress report should be posted. Product should be as complete, clean and original as possible. 

Procedure 
 

1 • You will fill in the table of scores (Excel spreadsheet)  
(most preferred [8]; less preferred [1]) 

December 13, 2022 

2 • Groups will be formed … there will be 8 groups of 4/5 students December 16, 2022 
3 • We will have a general oral presentation of the projects and groups 

at the beginning of the HSI course (for 2 hours and morning) 
• You will have a chance to provide your feedback  
• We will inform you about the groups 

December 16, 2022 

4 • You provide your agreements on the groups December 16, 2022 
6 • Each day, you will be able to interact with us on your project for 10 

to 15 minutes, in the morning (12:00-12:30) and afternoon (17:30-
18:00), via email and/or TEAMS (see your advisors/referents) 

Jan 3-13, 2023 

7 • Mid-term exam (20 questions – 1 Hour) – (16:00-17:00) 
• Important note: Physical presence is mandatory. 

Jan 6, 2023  

8 • Final presentation of each project – Physical presence is mandatory 
(15 minutes + 5 minutes Q&A) – (14:00—18:00)  

January 13, 2023 

9 • Project paper of each project, ~6 pages, ACM format (provided) 
• Email pdf paper to g.boy@estia.fr before 18:00 

January 20, 2023 
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Short project descriptions 
 
1. INNOMED: general practitioner’s innovative tools (SV + JBP) 
 

 
 
The INNOMED project aims to put general practitioners back at the center of the French healthcare system by modernizing 
their interactions with their patients, their medical contacts and the administrations, in order to respond to current issues, 
particularly concerning medical deserts, optimal access to care and the decongestion of emergency medical services. This 
project, which has been underway for the last two years, with a solid identification of the issues and associated scenarios, 
involves all the players in the French healthcare system. A new phase is beginning in order to refine the analysis of the 
identified problems and their socio-technical framework to concretely establish the environment in which solutions can be 
developed. 

Based on a preliminary work that will be provided to the students, this I study topic focuses on: 

• The relationship between general practitioners and specialists in order to respond to the need for expert diagnosis 
during unscheduled care, i.e. general practice consultations triggered by patients in an unpredictable way, when they 
feel the need to receive medical support, 

• Alleviating and assisting physicians in their administrative tasks, in connection with the tools andorganizations 
concerned. 

 
The first objective is to study the framework and the possible modalities of communication between general practitioners 
in consultation at their offices with active or recently retired specialists (who are volunteers). The issues at stake concern the 
optimization of the relationship (availability, good orientation according to the expertise) as well as the quality of the 
exchange itself with the capacity to share context and useful information. 
 
The second objective is to establish as complete a mapping as possible of the tasks and tools/systems involved in physicians' 
administrative tasks in order to expose their utilities, constraints, limitations and opportunities for improvement. 
 
The third objective is to study the opportunities for improving the administrative activities, the possibilities of optimizing 
information thanks to interoperability between systems, the reduction of redundant data entry, as well as the constraints 
and opportunities for delegation (to medical secretaries in particular).  
 
A synthesis proposing a new socio-technical organization with general practitioners at the center and involving specialists 
and administrative stakeholders will conclude the study. 
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2. Virtual and Remote Air Traffic Control Centers (AD + DM) 
 

 
 

Remote and virtual air traffic control aim to remove the physical air traffic control tower on the airfield 
and replace it with a remote center, potentially located hundreds of kilometers away, in which a 
screen wall has been substituted for out-the-view windows (see image). The screens display a video 
signal from cameras near the target airfield. Separating the controlling center from the controlled 
airfield reduces construction and maintenance costs and enable air traffic service providers to pool 
their human and technical resources from several airfields with little traffic into one remote center. 
 
However, the camera-based remote control model presents technological and cost constraints. Such 
heavy equipment (screen wall, broadband communications...) may also make the deployment of a 
remote center lengthy and tedious. Moreover, most camera-based remote tower prototypes today 
only shift the routine air traffic control issues to a remote location. These solutions do not reconsider 
the role of the human element within the system. Issues regarding the controller’s trust in the system, 
focus, situation awareness, fatigue and comfort are not directly addressed. In particular, the workload 
is not improved since the controllers still need to continuously inspect the track and its surroundings. 
Even worse, stress may be increased because the sole restitution of the air situation around the 
airfield onto screens has proven insufficient, as a controller is also sensitive to non-visual cues such as 
sounds and vibrations. 
 
The objective of this project is to consider a new air traffic control alternative to towers or camera-
based remote centers, with innovative interaction methods to give the controllers a comprehensive 
picture of the airspace situation. How would you model such a complex life-critical sociotechnical 
system? How would you detect the emergent properties of the system during design? How would you 
involve the human element (i.e., controllers, but also technicians, maintenance personnel, trainers, 
fire brigades, rescue teams, etc.)? Which tools and methods should you use to carry out human-in-
the-loop simulations and to analyze user activity and adapt the design? 
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3. Refocusing « complex » civil nuclear power on people (BL + LL) 
 

 
                             

Nuclear power is a very topical issue and is essential in the energy mix for the controllability of the 
energy it produces. In the short term, France should relaunch a program to build new reactors of the 
EPR2 type (1,670 MWe): a public debate is underway. It is also planned to build SMRs based on the 
NUWARD project (170 MWe) by 2035.  
 
In conjunction with these programs, for which studies are already well advanced, digitalization is being 
promoted in order to rethink inefficient work practices that have a negative impact on projects and 
companies. Digitalization is a response to the need to improve quality by automating the processing 
of large volumes of information or repetitive tasks (6 EPR2 reactors, mass production of SMRs), 
whether in modeling/simulation (Building Information Modeling), in the construction phase for 
interfaces between subcontractors (Model-Based Systems Engineering), in operation (optimization of 
spare parts, inventory management, management of liquid effluents and radioactive waste, mapping 
of premises in relation to worker radiation protection, etc. ...) and finally in the dismantling of the 
installations.  
 
On the basis of the existing documentation, you are asked after a comparison EPR2 / SMR to give your 
opinion on the type of reactor that would benefit the most from the digitalization in the organizations 
and therefore the Human element. 
  

Source : SFEN 
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4. Commercial IVA Suit (OD + DM)  
 

      
 
Practice human-system integration modeling via use case, scenario, task modeling, definition of 
relevant context and requirements elicited from identified nominal, off-nominal and emergency 
scenarios. 
 
The goal of this project is to design Operational Architecture for a client for a new space suit product. 
Client: 
• Commercial spacesuit developer 
• Space tourism spacecraft operator (space lines) 
• Spacecraft developer 
 
The client is required to integrate Intra-Vehicular Activity (IVA) spacesuit for a daily passenger in the 
spacecraft cabin. Client has no precedence and minimal experience with spacesuit integration with 
commercial spacecraft. The spaceflight duration does not accede 2h, the passenger will experience 
gravity environment between 0 and 3,5 + - XGs. Minimal operational regulations are imposed by FAA 
and NASA HSF rating (Ref. will be provided). 
 
Deliverables in SysML, docx, xlsx, pptx, compiled in PDF (% of grade) 
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5. Deployable Land Shelter (OD + DM) 
 
Practice human-system integration modeling via use 
case, scenario, task modeling, definition of relevant 
context and requirements elicited from identified 
nominal, off-nominal and emergency scenarios. 
 
The goal of this project is to design Operational 
Architecture for an emergency deployable shelter 
product. Client: 
- Government agencies responsible recovery after 
natural disasters 
- Commercial rescue agencies 
 
The client is an agency or private corporation that is 
looking for development of a new product that could 
be portable, self-sufficient for 7 days and robust as 
rapidly deployable habitat for hundreds of impacted 
citizens by natural disasters, or for extreme 
environment adventure seekers. The client is looking 
for a single product not a product line (number of 
types) based on needed habitation service for four 
people and period of 7 days. Must withstand climate 
such as winds up to 75 km/h, heavy rain, hail, snow, -
20 to + 50 deg C.   
 

Choose one configuration: 
6. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling  
7. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power (200W means of 

generation minimum, battery) 
8. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power  (200W, battery) 

water recycling, gray and black waste storage and recycling 
 
Deliverables in SysML, docx, xlsx, pptx, compiled in PDF (% of grade) 
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6. Deployable Land Shelter (OD + DM) 
 
Practice human-system integration modeling via use 
case, scenario, task modeling, definition of relevant 
context and requirements elicited from identified 
nominal, off-nominal and emergency scenarios. 
 
The goal of this project is to design Operational 
Architecture for an emergency deployable shelter 
product. Client: 
- Government agencies responsible recovery after 
natural disasters 
- Commercial rescue agencies 
 
The client is an agency or private corporation that is 
looking for development of a new product that could 
be portable, self-sufficient for 7 days and robust as 
rapidly deployable habitat for hundreds of impacted 
citizens by natural disasters, or for extreme 
environment adventure seekers. The client is looking 
for a single product not a product line (number of 
types) based on needed habitation service for four 
people and period of 7 days. Must withstand climate 
such as winds up to 75 km/h, heavy rain, hail, snow, -
20 to + 50 deg C.   
 

Choose one configuration: 
7. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling  
8. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power (200W means of 

generation minimum, battery) 
9. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power  (200W, battery) 

water recycling, gray and black waste storage and recycling 
 
Deliverables in SysML, docx, xlsx, pptx, compiled in PDF (% of grade) 
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7. Deployable Land Shelter (OD + DM) 
 
Practice human-system integration modeling via use 
case, scenario, task modeling, definition of relevant 
context and requirements elicited from identified 
nominal, off-nominal and emergency scenarios. 
 
The goal of this project is to design Operational 
Architecture for an emergency deployable shelter 
product. Client: 
- Government agencies responsible recovery after 
natural disasters 
- Commercial rescue agencies 
 
The client is an agency or private corporation that is 
looking for development of a new product that could 
be portable, self-sufficient for 7 days and robust as 
rapidly deployable habitat for hundreds of impacted 
citizens by natural disasters, or for extreme 
environment adventure seekers. The client is looking 
for a single product not a product line (number of 
types) based on needed habitation service for four 
people and period of 7 days. Must withstand climate 
such as winds up to 75 km/h, heavy rain, hail, snow, -
20 to + 50 deg C.   
 

Choose one configuration: 
8. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling  
9. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power (200W means of 

generation minimum, battery) 
10. Shelter protecting against climate, providing heating and cooling, and power  (200W, battery) 

water recycling, gray and black waste storage and recycling 
 
Deliverables in SysML, docx, xlsx, pptx, compiled in PDF (% of grade) 
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8. Innovative techniques for fault/turbulence-tolerant visual presentation of information (PP + DM)  
 

 
 
Operations in land, air or sea vehicles can be heavily affected by turbulence related to the 
environment. The types of vibrations related to turbulence are frequently classified as minor, medium 
and severe. These vibrations have an impact on the operators' ability to control the systems and 
mechanisms have been proposed in the past to mitigate the impact of these turbulences (see Brace 
Touch for example [2]). The objective of this mini-project is to specify, design and evaluate one or 
more interaction techniques (in the style of Brace Touch) to limit the visual performance degradation 
[1] of operators when the system is subjected to turbulence. The proposal can be tested on the 
information (size, color, format) that is present on a Primary Flight Display (of Airbus 320). Details on 
this information are available here [4].  
 
Finally, the proposed technique must have a level of operational safety in line with the criticality of 
the operations. The PFD is certified with an operational safety of 10E-9. It is important to study the 
level of operational safety of the proposed mechanism by identifying ways to eliminate development 
faults following a zero fault approach as in [3]. 
 
[1] Lehmann Paul H. Michael Jones and Höfinger Marc. 2017. “Impact of Turbulence and Degraded 

Visual Environment on Pilot Workload.” Ceas Aeronautical Journal : An Official Journal of the 
Council of European Aerospace Societies 413–28. 

[2]Cockburn, A., Masson, D., Gutwin, C., Palanque, P., Goguey, A., Yung, M., ... & Trask, C. (2019). 
Design and evaluation of braced touch for touchscreen input stabilisation. International Journal of 
Human-Computer Studies, 122, 21-37. 

[3] Palanque, P., Cockburn, A., Désert-Legendre, L., Gutwin, C., & Deleris, Y. (2019, September). Brace 
touch: a dependable, turbulence-tolerant, multi-touch interaction technique for interactive 
cockpits. In International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security (pp. 53-68). 
Springer, Cham. 

[4] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpXOY_Eyt1A 
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Time schedule 
 
There are four types of events in the Daily Schedule below: 
 
Ln: Lecture number n (presence to all lectures is mandatory) 
Pm: Project slot number m (during P1, we will review all projects; P2 to P11 are allocated slots for 

interactions with your project referents via TEAMS or telephone) 
Cp: Industrial Case number p (real-world cases will be given by professional experts) 
Er: Exam number r (E1 consists in answering 20 straightforward questions in one hour; documents 

are allowed, but if you consult them, you may not have enough time to finish – advise is be 
present at all classes; E2 consists in presenting your project facing an evaluation committee) 

 

 
 

Preferences assignment 
 
Click on the picture below to get the form to be filled in. 
 

 
This form must be filled in and returned to g.boy@estia.fr 

no later than Tuesday 13 December 2022. 
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Course Evaluation 
 
25 % Presence to all lectures is mandatory and will be monitored 
25 % Mid-term exam: 20 questions 1 hour 
25 % Oral presentation of your mini project: ½ hour on January 13, 2023 
25 % Mini project Report: due on January 20, 2023 
 

Lecturers & Referents 
 
- Guy André Boy, Professeur, Director FlexTech Chair (ESTIA & CentraleSupélec) 
- Alexandre Disdier, Ph.D. Student, FlexTech Chair & CS Group 
- Ondrej Doule, Systems Architect, Dassault Systèmes, Former NASA Scientist 
- Bertrand Lantes, Former Nuclear Expert, EDF & FlexTech Chair 
- Ludovic Loine, Former Submariner, Marine Nationale & FlexTech Chair 
- Quentin Lorente, Ph.D. Student, FlexTech Chair & Safran Helicopter Engines 
- Dimitri Masson, Associate Professor, FlexTech Chair & ESTIA 
- Chloé Morel, Human Factors Specialist, FlexTech Chair & ESTIA Tech 
- Philippe Palanque, Professor, FlexTech Chair & IRIT 
- Jean-Benoit Pecastaing, General Practitioner, SAMU dispatcher 
- Edwige Quillerou, Human Factors Specialist, INRS 
- Stéphane Vales, CEO, Ingenuity & FlexTech Chair 
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Students 
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Mini-project assignments 
 

 


